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editor’s comment
Welcome to the ninth edition of ActIn Timelines - the official
magazine for the ActIn Time community!
It’s that time of year again! It’s January
and time to celebrate the launch of our
latest version of the UK’s leading midrange workforce management system,
ActIn Time 2015!

Once again I would also like to thank
the user groups that helped to test
this version – without their assistance
and perseverance, the ‘live’ testing just
wouldn’t have been possible!

This year we are proud to announce
three major developments: dashboards
(for clear graphic display of key data),
ESS (employee self service on any
browser platform) and TWC (the web
client features for the mobile manager)

I hope that you find this edition
useful and once again may I take this
opportunity to thank you for your
continued support.

Along with many other improvements,
this version looks to be another winner
for all sizes of businesses. ActIn Time
2015 has numerous improvements
to make the employee and user
experience that little bit easier!
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2015: The birth
of ActIn Time
on the Web…

If you have any further questions,
please contact the customer care team
on +44 (0)20 8882 4522.

Andre Scott

IT Systems Manager - ActIn Time

Model: a9-7510
(biometric & proximity)
January 2015

What’s
Modules
New

what’s new?
A quick guide to some of the new & improved features in this version:

1
2
3

Improved... multi dashboards. P6

New... ESS (employee self service) on mobiles,
tablets and PC browser platforms. P10

ESS
Employee Self Service

The Web Client

New... TWC (the web client) on mobiles, tablets
and PC browser platforms. P32
January 2015
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case study
Modules

Remember that ActIn Time 2015

personnel

absence
management

attendance

fire alarm
roll call

assembly
point

ADP (attendance
display panel)

payroll link
(optional)

ESS
(employee
self service)

TWC
(the web
client)

New

Feature
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ESS
Employee Self Service

The Web Client

New

Feature

Interested in talking further about any of the modules?

Modules

includes the following modules:
access
control

job
costing

cost centre
analysis

reports,
scripts and
exports

lone worker
(optional)

dashboards
Improved
Feature

customer
care

technical
support

Contact sales on +44 (0)20 8882 4522

ActIn Time
products

January 2015
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Dashboards

Dashboards

A real-time, graphical representation of key company data.
No more searching for important information. Data is now updated instantly in a clear and concise format.

Important information available in an easy to view window
Specialised dashboards are
available as standard to track
important information relating to
the following ActIn Time modules:
personnel, attendance, access
control, job costing, cost centre
analysis and system performance.
Standard dashboards are
provided with the system and
are assigned to users at the
point of installation. Customised
dashboards can also be created
and may be designed to contain
both ActIn Time and non-ActIn
Time system information.
For more information about the
ActIn Time dashboards, please
check the ‘dashboard’ link on
www.actIntime.co.uk.
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Improved
Feature

Dashboards

Personnel dashboard examples:

Dashboards
Absence management dashboard examples:

Improved
Feature
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Dashboards
Attendance dashboard examples:

ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

ESS at the computer, tablet and
mobile phone

New

Feature

Available to a customer’s workforce as standard through the ActIn Time terminals or via a web browser
through PCs, tablets or mobile phones, the capacity and scope of the facility is second to none.

ActIn Time ESS – empowering your employees
As the workplace becomes increasingly diverse, it is not always
practical for employees to ‘book’ at a conventional, wall mounted
terminal. In these types of situations, ActIn Time ESS can be used
to provide an extensive range of functions accessible from both
your company intranet or directly from the internet.
Absence management
• Graphical display of holidays booked, holidays taken and
holidays remaining on login screen
• Facility for staff to check their own entitlement and remaining
holiday balance
• New feature to check who else in their department has booked
time-off before requesting their own time-off
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Attendance
• Graphical display of basic and overtime hours worked for each
day this week
• Adding a booking in real-time or retrospectively
• Facility to check work rotas
Job costing
• Adding a booking in real-time or retrospectively
• Facility to view timesheet
Cost centre analysis
• Adding a booking in realtime or retrospectively
• Facility to view timesheet

ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

ESS
Employee Self Service

ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

ESS absence management
Probably contains the most important ESS data for the employee – access to holiday information!
Employees can view entitlements, check if other staff in their
department have planned time off, request time off and
cancel previous requests.
All requests appear instantly on the employee
managers’ windows or web based ‘to-do’ list.
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New

Feature

ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

ESS
Employee Self Service

Graphics on/off
Drop the fancy graphics for
employees viewing the ESS on
devices with small display areas.
View your entitlement. Pages 14 & 15
Leads the employee to an easy-to-read overview of their own entitlements.
Who’s having time off? Pages 16 & 17
At last, employees can check if any other staff are planning time off
before making their request!
Request time off. Pages 18 & 19
Holiday or dental appointment? No problem, make a request
to the employees manager.
Cancel request for time off. Pages 20 & 21
Busy at work and need to postpone that important
dental work? Cancel your request for time off…

Remember!

For PC & Mac users
the ESS is compatible with
all modern web browsers.
For tablet and mobile users
the ESS is designed to be
touch friendly.

January 2015
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ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

View your absence
entitlement
Employees can now access accurate
holiday entitlement information
without asking their manager (or HR
department)!
Through the ESS whilst at home,
the employee can use their tablet
device or PC to access their own
entitlements for the current or any
previously recorded year.
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New

Feature

ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

ESS
Employee Self Service

Quick and easy access to current and previous years information.

Entitlement summary
Lists a summary of each absence category with information
clearly highlighted in green (for further allowance allowed), or red
(for allowance reached or passed).

Remember!
List of absences
Lists planned, taken or cancelled absences with the
name of the manager who authorised the request.

For PC & Mac users
the ESS is compatible with
all modern web browsers.
For tablet and mobile users
the ESS is designed to be
touch friendly.

January 2015
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ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

Who’s having time off
A great new feature that enables
employees to check if other members
of staff have booked time off before
making a request. Designed with
both the employee and the manager
in mind, when combined with an
appropriate absence management
script, this feature will help reduce
time taken in processing multiple
requests for the same holiday period
as all requests must be processed
by the manager on a first come, first
served basis.
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New

Feature

ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

ESS
Employee Self Service

Option 1: No names

Option 2: Names

Who’s having time off
Two possible options are available depending on how the ActIn
Time system has been configured. Option 1 highlights the
number of other employees in the same grouping that have
requests already approved. Option 2 provides a list of the other
employee names.

Remember!

For PC & Mac users
the ESS is compatible with
all modern web browsers.
For tablet and mobile users
the ESS is designed to be
touch friendly.

January 2015
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ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

New

Request time off

Feature

Why not consider dropping your
existing paper ‘absence request
system’ in favour of the on-line, realtime ESS version?
Requests can made by employees at
any time – not just during the working
day. Using simple screens, this option
enables employees to make a request
that will instantly appear on their
managers ‘to-do’ list. Each request is
date and time stamped to ensure they
can be processed in the correct order.
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ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

ESS
Employee Self Service

Absence reason
Select from one of the multiple
absence reasons. This list
contains reasons approved for
use through the ESS.

Absence start and
finish dates
Use the simple calendar
controls to specify the
start and end of the
absence range.

Remember!

For PC & Mac users
the ESS is compatible with
all modern web browsers.
For tablet and mobile users
the ESS is designed to be
touch friendly.

Optional
Need to provide a more detailed explanation for the absence request? No
problem – use the text area to provide any other information required.

January 2015
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ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

Cancel request for
time off
This screen gives the employee
the ability to ‘request to cancel’ a
previously requested absence. All
absences that have not yet been
taken, (whether approved or awaiting
decision), are displayed in chronological
order.
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New

Feature

ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

ESS
Employee Self Service

Absence start and finish dates
Helps to identify the correct
absence.

Authorisation
Displays the name of
the manager that has
previously authorised the
absence request.
Cancel holiday request
To confirm the request to cancel,
the employee simply ticks the
box and presses update! The
request will then appear in
their managers’ ‘to-do’ list for
consideration.

Remember!

For PC & Mac users
the ESS is compatible with
all modern web browsers.
For tablet and mobile users
the ESS is designed to be
touch friendly.

January 2015
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ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

New

ESS attendance

Feature

Ideal for ‘out-of-office’ staff or when access to an
attendance terminal is not possible. The ESS attendance
features enable an employee to submit a booking, check
their timesheets and view their rotas.
All booking requests appear instantly in the employee
managers’ windows or web based ‘to-do’ list.
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ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

ESS
Employee Self Service

Graphics on/off
Drop the fancy graphics for
employees viewing the ESS on
devices with small display areas.

Submit a booking: Pages 24 & 25
Working away from the office? No problem! Employees can now
make bookings at their PC or mobile device.

View your timesheet: Pages 26 & 27
Employees can check their flexi-balance or overtime status
without asking a manager.

View your rota: Pages 28 & 29
Employees can check what work patterns they have
been allocated up to 31 days in advance.

Remember!

For PC & Mac users
the ESS is compatible with
all modern web browsers.
For tablet and mobile users
the ESS is designed to be
touch friendly.

January 2015
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ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

Submit an
attendance booking
Employees can make attendance
bookings through this ESS option
using their PC or mobile device.
Taking the time and date from the
company server means that the
information is always accurate, and
new to ActIn Time 2015, the ESS
will now grab the employees geolocation to prove where the booking
was made.
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New

Feature

ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

Booking type
Four booking types are available:

ESS

1. Real time (takes the current time and
date from the server)

Employee Self Service

2. Specified time (ideal for entering a start
or finish time when away from the office)
3. Pair of bookings (away from the office all
day or even for several days)

Booking date and time
Changes format depending on
the ‘Booking type’.

4. Lunch break bookings (does what is says
– start of break and end of break)

Remember!
Optional description
Great if the employee needs to explain where
they have been and why they couldn’t use the
attendance terminal.

For PC & Mac users
the ESS is compatible with
all modern web browsers.
For tablet and mobile users
the ESS is designed to be
touch friendly.

January 2015
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ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

View your attendance
timesheet
This ESS option gives the employee the
facility to check their hours worked by
the ActIn Time system. Employees can
view any pay period on record – right
back to when the system was first
installed! This option helps to prove
to the employee that the ActIn Time
attendance information stored against
their personal record is 100% accurate.
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New

Feature

ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

ESS
Employee Self Service

Pay period
Employees use this to select
any pay period on record.

Calculated attendance bookings
Just what it says. Bookings that have been
processed against the employees planned
work schedule appear here with basic hours
and overtime clearly displayed.

Bookings awaiting calculation
Any bookings that have not yet been
processed, (including those awaiting approval
by a manager), are listed here.

Remember!

For PC & Mac users
the ESS is compatible with
all modern web browsers.
For tablet and mobile users
the ESS is designed to be
touch friendly.

January 2015
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ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

View your attendance
rota
An ideal option for employees working
rotating shifts or for casual workers
with no long-term planned work
pattern. Changes made to a work
pattern through the ActIn Time
planner are reflected instantly through
this view option. It is also possible
to implement an automatic email to
inform employees when changes have
been made.
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New

Feature

ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

ESS
Employee Self Service

Page selection
Limited ESS viewing area on the employee’s mobile device?
No problem, page selection makes moving through the rota
extremely easy.

Time to work...
Planned work days are shown with their date, their daily
schedule name and their start and finish times.

Remember!

For PC & Mac users
the ESS is compatible with
all modern web browsers.
Relax!
The employee can see when it’s time for a day off!

For tablet and mobile users
the ESS is designed to be
touch friendly.

January 2015
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ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

Job costing and cost
centre analysis

New

Feature

Operating in a similar way to the
ESS attendance booking, this option
enables an employee to create a
booking within the job costing or cost
centre modules. When using the
job costing feature, only operations
specified within the job can be
selected, whereas on cost centre
analysis, only cost centres that the
employee is entitled to use can be
selected.

View your job costing timesheet
Employees can view their own
job costing bookings and filter
the information in a number of
different ways. Information can
be viewed in date, job, schedule or
operation order.
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Submitting a job costing
booking
Once again, this ESS
option is ideal for
employees that are
located some distance
from a job costing
terminal, for example
an inspection or test
department whose staff
are office based.

ESS at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

Submitting a cost centre
booking
Almost identical to job
costing, this ESS option
provides a booking solution
for firms preferring to use a
device based solution rather
than a physical terminal.

ESS
Employee Self Service

View your cost centre timesheet
Employees can view their own
cost centre bookings and filter
the information by date, job,
schedule or cost centre.
January 2015
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TWC at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

TWC at the computer, tablet and
mobile phone

New

Feature

Accessed through any web-based device, TWC enables managers to access key employee information
when away from their desk.

ActIn Time TWC – a simple solution for the mobile manager
A familiar web-based ‘to-do’ list highlights any tasks that the
manager should complete. Tasks cover all areas of the ActIn Time
system including absence management, attendance, job costing
and cost centre analysis.

Job costing
• Create employee bookings
• Authorise employee bookings made at the ESS

Absence management
• View an employee’s entitlement

Cost centre analysis
• Create employee bookings

• See who has booked time off on which day

• Authorise employee bookings made at the ESS

• Authorise or decline an absence request
Attendance
• Create employee bookings
• Authorise bookings made at the ESS
• Check employees overtime and work rotas
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TWC at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

The Web Client

TWC at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

New

TWC absence
management

Feature

Managers can now access their employee’s
absence management information
without passing requests through to the
HR department. Requests for absences,
requests to cancel approved absences
and simply having the ability to see, in
a graphical form, which employees are
planning to be away this month reduces
wasted time and introduces standards
across the company.

Authorise or decline an absence request or
absence cancellation request
Absence requests (and cancellation requests),
made through the ESS can be approved by
the manager using one of the TWC absence
management options. One useful feature is
that declined requests are stored by the ActIn
Time system and can be used to identify ‘tactical
absences’ – a process that is sometimes outside
the scope of a paper system.
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TWC at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

View absence entitlement
Not using the ESS but looking
for a standard method of
checking an employee’s holiday
entitlement? The TWC gives the
manager this option without the
need to keep notes in diaries and
wall-charts.

The Web Client

Who’s having time off?
Before authorising an absence request, a
manager can refer to this option to see
which other staff have already arranged
to be absent from work.
January 2015
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TWC at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

New

TWC attendance

Feature

Through the attendance options, a manager can
authorise an employee’s ESS booking, make an
attendance booking for anyone in their group that
has forgot to clock-in or out and also check an
employee’s timesheet.
Remember that these tasks can be performed
away from the office on any PC or mobile device.

Remember!

For PC & Mac users
the TWC is compatible with
all modern web browsers.
For tablet and mobile users
the TWC is designed to be
touch friendly.
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Submit a new booking
Once the manager has found the correct employee using the search facility, the
attendance booking screen is identical to the ESS version. This option is ideal when an
employee forgets to book and a manager needs to create a booking retrospectively.

TWC at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

The Web Client

View timesheet
Interested in checking an employee’s
overtime hours or verifying their arrival
time? The TWC view timesheet option give
managers the ability to quickly access this
information from anywhere in the world
with internet access.

January 2015
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TWC at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

New

Job costing and cost
centre analysis

Feature

Managing a team of employees
using the job costing and cost centre
analysis modules has suddenly
become much simpler with the launch
of TWC.

Adding or authorising a
booking
Approve bookings or
create new bookings
using your PC, tablet or
mobile device.

Managers can view information
captured by the ESS or job costing /
cost centre data collection terminals
and amend any data with full auditing
capabilities.

Remember!

For PC & Mac users
the TWC is compatible with
all modern web browsers.
For tablet and mobile users
the TWC is designed to be
touch friendly.
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View your timesheet
Need to check on the hours
worked on a job or cost centre by
a member of your team? Use the
on screen filters to access the
information required.

TWC at the computer, tablet and mobile phone

The Web Client

January 2015
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ActIn Time roadshows and training

Roadshow locations TBA
Workshops/Roadshows
The customer care team will be organising free workshops
throughout the year. Customers can arrange to attend these product
awareness sessions to learn more about the key aspects of their
system. Additional launch roadshows will be announced to highlight
the new features of the latest product release. The events are to be
held at strategic sites across the U.K. and gives the customers the
opportunity to see how the latest improvements within ActIn Time
could help their business, whilst relaxing with a coffee and pastry!
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To reserve a place at a roadshow near you, please contact us on
+44 (0)20 8882 4522 or info@wisegrove.co.uk
January 2015

Multi dashboard feature

Using the ESS to empower the employee
...

TWC-enabling managers
to access information on
multiple platforms

Just think of the benefits of ActIn Time 2015
January 2015
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case study

ActIn Time SLA

:

Latest version
2015

Convert your old version of ActIn Time software to version 2015:
Why not arrange with
customer care for an
ActIn Time technician
to visit your site to
convert your system to
2015?
This package will
include updating your
server, clients and
terminal firmware,
importing legacy data
plus a system health
check with full policy
commissioning.

absence
management

attendance

fire alarm
roll call

assembly
point

ADP (attendance
display panel)

payroll link
(optional)

ESS
(employee
self service)

TWC
(The Web
Client)

reports,
scripts and
exports

The technician will
also provide user
training with full
documentation.

42

personnel

access
control

job
costing

lone worker
(optional)

dashboards

ESS
Employee Self Service

cost centre
analysis

The Web Client

Upgrade costs
on
dependent up
agreed SLA

For more information about ActIn Time
January 2015

info@wisegrove.co.uk

upgrade program

Modules

Part exchange your legacy terminals to the latest touch-screen technology:
Any ActIn Time terminal manufactured since 1989
can be part exchanged from only £695 +vat

Part exchange
from

SLA upgrade program, please contact us at

or call +44 (0)20 8882 4522

£6+v9at 5

a9-75510
bio touchscreen
terminal.

January 2015
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feature upgrade comparison table

Features

Feature table for the most loved/requested new
features are briefly listed below, for a more
detailed listing please visit www.actintime.co.uk
ActIn Time 2015

ActIn Time 2014

Older Version
Compatibility
e.g. 2011+ = ActIn Time
2011 or above.

Essential
MICROSOFT SQL DATABASE TYPE. SQL Server Management Studio Express 2005/2008/2012. Full Microsoft SQL Server.
SQL 2000 MSDE - Only compatible on Windows XP Backwards
N.B. SQL 2005 no longer supported from 2015 onwards, SQL 2000 no longer supported from 2014 onwards. ActIn Time 2009
backward tested up to SQL 2005

MICROSOFT SQL 2014,
2012 & 2008

MICROSOFT SQL
2012, 2008 & 2005

Microsoft SQL 2012
(AIT2013+), SQL 2008
(2010+), 2005, 2000

Windows Platforms

Windows 8, Windows 7,
Vista, XP

Windows 8, Windows 7,
Vista, XP

Windows 8 (2013+),
Windows 7 (2011+ only)

Server Compatibility - Microsoft Server 2012 R2, 2008 R2, Small Business Server, other platforms P.O.A.

MICROSOFT SERVER
2012, 2008, Citrix
compatible

MICROSOFT SERVER
2012, 2008, 2003,
2000. Citrix compatible

MICROSOFT SERVER
2008, 2003, 2000

Virtual Server Licence - to enable software to be installed in a virtual environment

4

4

2012+

IIS (Internet Information Service) Web Server compatibility for use with the NEW PIP (now called ESS & TWC).

4

ESS & TWC (new web application suite for employee & manager self service)
New 64bit compatibility N.B. Older versions supplied with 32bit version
Crystal Reports Engine

4
64BIT

64BIT

2012+

V11

2008+ (2007 or below
use Crystal V9)

V11.5

PIP - faster new html platform. N.B. 2008 Backwards use old Crystal Reports
General

OBSOLETE - superseded
with NEW ESS & TWC

4

HTML

2009+

ActIn Time 2015

ActIn Time 2014

Version Compatibility

Faster calculation - up to 10 times faster

4

4

2011+

Email Me Alerts - automatic confirmation alerts after management decisions i.e. confirmation of absence acceptance/declined
etc.

4

4

2012+

User preferences - individual user setup for various options i.e. mix and match of users using PDF and Crystal, calendar
options etc.

4

4

2013+

Fast advanced quick links from adjustment screen directly to period and daily schedules at day and period level requests

4

4

2013+

Added removed unauthorised absence option to daily schedule

4

4

2013+

Increased speed in areas of system health warnings

4

4

2013+

More sort and filter options

4

Performance Increase - minimising the application does not refresh SQL queries unless Alerts.

4
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feature upgrade comparison table

(The last column is showing that the feature was installed only in 2011+
and above versions i.e. 2011+ = 2011, 2012, 2013 etc, if your version
does not appear then the feature was not installed in your version).
ActIn Time 2015

ActIn Time 2014

Older Version
Compatibility

ActIn Time 2015

ActIn Time 2014

Version Compatibility

ActIn Time 2015

ActIn Time 2014

Version Compatibility

Email agent for emailing absence or attendance info

4

4

2010+

Personal document storage in SQL database

4

4

2012+

Disable delete button for accidental deletion of HR records

4

4

2012+

Form events - force rules on screen before being able to save record

4

4

2012+

Quickly print ID cards directly via Personnel Screen

4

4

Features
General
Automatic "To Do List" refresh can be disabled to speed up the application

4

Dashboards - Graphical display of Real Time Information throughout the system

4

Historical Data Lockdown - prevents users amending attendance and absence data once payroll has been run

4

Recalculate Wizard - added new range for "Period schedule & Absence Entitlement Policy)

4

New application for fingerprint registration
Personnel (HR)

Dashboard - Live refresh of Key information i.e. Gender summary, Ethnic summary, Job Type summary

4

4
ActIn Time 2015

ActIn Time 2014

Version Compatibility

View previous years entitlement

4

4

2012+

Absence management scripts - bespoke rules for absence entitlement

4

4

2012+

Advanced bookings into following years come off the entitlement for that year and not this years figures.
Advanced tactical absence booking scripts to highlight additional information when booking absences i.e. Absences previously
declined and then staff go off sick on that day, absence patterns for certain days off, entitlement warnings etc.

4

4

2012+

4

4

2013+

'Return to Work Interview' option when booking an absence

4

4

Revamped Bradford Factor

4

4

Absence Event link to Excel spreadsheet for extra audit checking against key company dates

4

4

Absence cancellation requests now added to "To Do List"

4

Email authorisation sent to employee once absence has been finalised.

4

Absence bookings and amendments are now audited

4

Credits are now audited

4

Entitlement Forecasts can be added to the "To Do List"

4

Dashboard - Live refresh of Key information i.e. Bradford Factor charts, Multiple Absence Chart etc.

4

Absence Management

January 2015
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feature upgrade comparison table

Feature table for the most loved/requested new
features are briefly listed below, for a more
detailed listing please visit www.actintime.co.uk

Features

ActIn Time 2015

ActIn Time 2014

Older Version
Compatibility

Attendance

ActIn Time 2015

ActIn Time 2014

Version Compatibility

Overtime attendance authorisation alerts

4

4

2012+

Improved staff planner - easy shift rostering

4

4

2012+

New 'Original Bookings' section to see bookings prior to amendments

4

4

Core Time Infringements' now show on "To Do List" summary

4

4

People Missing from Daily Schedules' now show on "To Do List" Summary

4

4

Mark Daily/Period Schedules as Redundant

4

4

SQL Wildcard for Daily Schedules against Users security levels

4

4

SQL Wildcard for Period Schedules against Users security levels

4

Security Information icon to show more audit trail of authorisation adjustments to data

4

Dashboard - Live refresh of Key information i.e. Active Shifts, Employees missing from daily shifts, Hours worked by grouping/
dept.

4

Payroll
Integrated Link to sage payroll or Ernie payroll (optional charges apply)
Access Control

ActIn Time 2015

ActIn Time 2014

Version Compatibility

4

4

2012+

ActIn Time 2015

ActIn Time 2014

Version Compatibility

Real time access control activity on the planner

4

4

2012+

Anti-pass back

4

Fire Alarm Roll Call / Mustering

ActIn Time 2015

ActIn Time 2014

Version Compatibility

Fire roll call - automatically open doors

4

4

2012+

Fire roll call - printout to network printers on activation

4

4

2012+

New advanced fire roll call monitor instant trigger

4

4

2013+

Email attendance roll call status list when triggered by fire alarm

4

4

2013+
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feature upgrade comparison table

(The last column is showing that the feature was installed only in 2011+
and above versions i.e. 2011+ = 2011, 2012, 2013 etc, if your version
does not appear then the feature was not installed in your version).
ActIn Time 2015

ActIn Time 2014

Older Version
Compatibility

ActIn Time 2015

ActIn Time 2014

Version Compatibility

ActIn Time 2015

ActIn Time 2014

Version Compatibility

REMOVED

4

2010+

ActIn Time 2015

ActIn Time 2014

Version Compatibility

Report - de/select leavers or hrs/mins & decimal within report properties

4

4

2012+

Automated emailing of reports

4

4

2013+

Crystal Reports version 11.5

4

Exporting Reports & Data

ActIn Time 2015

ActIn Time 2014

Version Compatibility

Features
ESS & TWC (Employee Self Service & The Web Client) - NEW FEATURE
IIS (Internet Information Service) Web Server compatibility for use with the NEW ESS & TWC

4

ESS (NEW web application suite for Employee Self Service)

4

TWC (NEW web application suite for Supervisor Self Service)

4

PIP (Personal Information Portal)
OBSOLETE - REMOVED OPTION, NOW ESS & TWC (see above)
Reporting

New feature to enable users to export database data easily into a 3rd party program e.g. Excel, Word

4

Option to bespoke "Word" exports now available i.e. letter formats

4

2013+

ActIn Time 2015

ActIn Time 2014

Version Compatibility

ESS - employee self service - check entitlement balances, email me, hours worked.

4

4

2013+

Communication method on Terminal Enquiry Agenda enhanced

4

4

Communication method on Fire Alarm Controllers enhanced

4

Increased Biometric security checking for software & hardware

4

Hardware
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case study

The next issue of ActIn Timelines
will be coming soon!
Useful information:
The ActIn Time community site is available at

www.actintime.co.uk
Versions

ActIn Time 2015
v11 attendance firmware
v11 access firmware
v11 assembly firmware
v11 fire alarm firmware

Contact

+44 (0)20 8882 4522
info@wisegrove.co.uk

Copyright ActIn Time (2015)
ActIn Time acknowledges any logos and/or trademarks used within this document.
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